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1. Introduction and the Experimental Technique quantitatively study orientational fluctuations in liquid
crystals in real space. Using cross-polarizer optical micro-The phase transition from the nematic to the smectic-A
scopy, we probe local, temporal fluctuations in lightphase in thermotropic liquid crystals has been actively
intensity that arise from orientational fluctuations in thestudied since the 1970s [1]. In the era of the renormaliza-
nematic phase. In the smectic-A phase, deformations oftion group theory, it was perhaps hoped that the nematic–
the nematic director can give rise to layer compression,smectic-A (NA) transition would provide a simple model
which is not a soft mode. Thus orientational fluctuationssystem in which to study a broken continuous symmetry.
are suppressed in the smectic-A phase. As a result,Yet, 30 years later fundamental questions remain
following optical intensity fluctuations provides a directunanswered. Is the nematic–smectic-A (NA) transition
way of discriminating between the nematic and thealways first order? Experimentally, the transition discon-
smectic-A phases.tinuities are so weak as to tax the resolution of the finest

Also vitally important is fine temperature control. Thehigh-resolution calorimeters. Phase transition order is
temperature control set-up designed and constructedimportant to know because for universality to apply at
as part of this thesis, provides short-term stabilityall levels of its hierarchy, the correlation length must
(for the duration of the measurement) of 0.05 mK, anddiverge continuously to infinity at Tc [2, 3]. Fluctuation
long-term stability of 0.15 mK. In any phase transitioneffects, well understood in continuous (second order)
measurement, the inevitable existence of spatial temper-phase transitions, are yet only partially understood at
ature gradients averages the thermodynamic quantitiesfirst-order phase transitions. At the NA transition, even
over a range of temperatures. Our optical techniquethe question of the order of the transition involves an
allows us to spatially resolve the NA interface, and thenargument over a subtle fluctuation effect, first predicted
use the interface itself as our thermometer. Thus byby Halperin, Lubensky and Ma in 1974 [4].
calibrating the position of the interface against temper-Another fundamental hypothesis of critical phenomena
ature, we were able to convert our spatial resolution intois that there is only one length scale close to the phase
improved temperature resolution. We can get the entiretransition and hence universality. Experimentally at the
temperature dependence from one measurement, and theNA transition, there are two distinct diverging length
stability in the position of the interface is a self-consistentscales, with different critical exponents. When one allows
check on our quoted temperature stability.theoretically for anisotropic scaling behaviour, then in

Armed with our local fluctuation probe, we study thethree dimensions this requires that the exponents have a
fluctuation magnitude as a function of temperature atratio 1 : 2. Instead, experimentally a much weaker aniso-
the NA transition in the cyanobiphenyl liquid crystaltropy is observed. A recent theory [5] has suggested
8CB, as well as homologous mixtures of 8CB and 10CB.that this is a kind of crossover phenomenon with the
To understand the reason for changing materials requires‘true’ critical behaviour perhaps not being accessible
first a summary of the phenomenology of the NAfor real liquid crystals. Again, quantitative evidence
transition.for the validity of this theory is beyond the resolution

of experiment.
The limits of experimental resolution are thus a 2. Phenomenology of the NA Transition

recurring theme in the story of the NA transition. In Liquid crystals can be classified by the kind of long-
range order they exhibit. The nematic is a liquid-crystallinethis thesis, we describe a new measuring technique to
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phase that often occurs in a material composed of rod- derived by them, there was a negative cubic term
that would not be allowed in a local free energy.like molecules. Although the centre-of-mass of the molecules
Experimentally, this would imply a non-linear crossoverare disordered, the rods tend to align spontaneously: the
from the linear behaviour of the latent heat as a functionnematic phase therefore has orientational order (denoted
of mixture concentration. In the 8CB-10CB system whichby a magnitude S and a ‘director’ n, a headless unit
is close to the small-nematic-range limit, Anisimov et al.vector giving the local direction of orientational order),
[6] showed that there was indeed a non-linear crossoverbut no positional order. The smectic-A phase not only
near the Landau tricritical point (LTP) showing thathas orientational order like a nematic, it also exhibits a
the LTP was not a true tricritical point.density modulation (‘layering’) in the direction of the

However, the resolution of the adiabatic calorimetrydirector. It is characterized by a two-component order
experiments [7] ran out before reaching pure 8CB,parameter that captures both the amplitude and the
where the transition was consistent with being secondphase of the density modulation.
order. Here, a novel dynamical technique by Cladis andWhen an isotropic liquid is cooled into the nematic
coworkers [8] showed by examining front propagationphase, three-dimensional rotational symmetry is spon-
velocities that even in 8CB the transition was first order.taneously broken, and the average direction picked out
However, while being a good qualitative first test ofis usually governed by weaker surface anchoring effects.
phase transition order, it did not provide an accurateThis has two outcomes. First, one can easily make a
quantitative estimate of discontinuity strength that couldsingle domain nematic (analogous to a single crystal in
be used to test HLM theory. This experiment highlightssolid state physics) by controlling the surface treatment
the jump in sensitivity that is possible in measuringof the bounding surfaces. Second, fluctuations of the
equilibrium quantities by driving the system slightly outdirector are a soft mode in the nematic. Because of
of equilibrium, and provided us with a starting point forthis, the nematic has only partial orientational order.
our quantitative studies.In the smectic-A phase orientational fluctuations are

suppressed. Thus smectic ordering is intrinsically coupled
with an increase in the nematic ordering. This coupling,

3. Results
referred to as the deGennes-McMillan coupling provides

In our studies, we employed two independent probes
a mechanism that can drive the transition first-order of a fluctuation-induced first-order phase transition in
when the NA transition is sufficiently close to the the 8CB-10CB system. First we have studied the NA
isotropic-nematic (IN) transition. Thus an important transition in pure 8CB. The fluctuations in the nematic
parameter in the phenomenology of the NA transition obey a well-defined power law in the nematic phase that
is the nematic range, parametrized by the ratio TNA/TIN . extrapolates to zero at a temperature T* (which is like
In experiments, this effect manifests itself as a linear the spinodal point) with an exponent n=0.5 (see
dependence of the latent heat on mixture concentration figure 1). However, before this extrapolated temperature,
in a homologous series of two very similar liquid crystals, the fluctuations are discontinuously interrupted by the
with the latent going to zero at a point known as the advent of the smectic-A phase. This discontinuity is
Landau tricritical point (LTP). characterized by the normalized difference between the

In addition to this coupling, there also exists a more transition temperature TNA and the extrapolated temper-
subtle coupling between the smectic order parameter ature T*. Thus we find the transition to be clearly first
and the nematic director. The anisotropy of the liquid order, with a dimensionless discontinuity t0=1.6×10−5.
crystal system requires the gradient terms in a smectic We then explored theoretically [9] the effect of an
free energy expansion to be anisotropic, with the gradient external applied magnetic field on the phase transition.
terms parallel and perpendicular to the director having The prediction from this theoretical analysis, which is
different multiplicative pre-factors. Local fluctuations essentially an extension of the HLM theory, was a linear
in the director imply local variations in the gradient suppression of the zero-field discontinuity. Moreover,
direction. Writing this free energy in a covariant form we predicted a field-induced tricritical point at a modest
naturally incorporates this coupling. Once again, the value of the magnetic field. In 8CB, this tricritical point
strength of this coupling is expected to be large when was estimated to be about 10 T. This implied an easily
director fluctuations are strong, i.e. when the nematic range measurable suppression of t0 for magnetic fields of 1.5 T,
is small. Calculating the effect of director fluctuations, accessible in our laboratory.
while ignoring the effect (possibly important) of smectic We measured experimentally [10, 11] the effect of a
fluctuations, Halperin, Lubensky and Ma arrived at the magnetic field in pure 8CB, and two 8CB-10CB mixtures.
prediction that the transition would always be at least In none of these samples do we observe a suppression

of fluctuations close to TNA . With our technique, we canweakly first order. In the effective smectic free energy
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Figure 2. (a) Fit of t0 data to the Anisimov parameters ([6])
with C0 and E as fit parameters. Top and bottom dashed
curves show fits for n=0.6 and n=0.4, respectively
(n=0.5 is the fitted exponent to the power law observed).
(b) Comparison of latent heat data ([7]) to t0 dataFigure 1. Pure 8CB, d=30 mm, 0.59±0.02 K/cm. Here
(this work). Open circles: data taken from [7]; filledt0=(5.0±0.5 mK)/(307 K)=1.6±0.1×10−5. Results are
circles: t0 data converted to equivalent latent heat.shown with and without an external applied magnetic

field.

the negative cubic term in the effective smectic free
energy, which is induced by director fluctuations, shouldunambiguously measure a depression as small as 10%.

This sets a lower bound on the critical field, in all the get smaller with increasing nematic range.
experiments, of 30 T.

We do, however, measure the expected non-critical 4. Conclusions
These experimental results [10, 11] are robustmagnetic field effect, the suppression of the fluctuations

in the nematic phase. The suppression of the variance and suggest an unambiguous deviation from both the
deGennes-McMillan form and HLM theory. Our newgoes as H2, as expected. The coefficient of this field

suppression, gH , displays a temperature dependence that experimental method is self-contained and is a precise
measure of latent heat with an accuracy of 10% oris consistent with a critical divergence with a power law

n=0.5. This, in turn, is internally consistent with our better, in a range that is outside that of adiabatic
calorimetry. We presented three main results, two experi-zero-field results.

Second, we explore the dependence of t0 on the mental and one theoretical. The theoretical prediction
extended the HLM mechanism to include the effect ofconcentration of 10CB in 8CB-10CB mixtures. The

discontinuity gets larger as we approach the Landau an external magnetic (or electric) field. The prediction is
noteworthy because the critical field predicted is modest,tricritical point. The fits to HLM were done using the

Anisimov parameters and with C0 and the sixth-order and would imply small but easily measurable effects in
our experimental set up.coefficient, E, as free parameters. Because the sixth-

order coefficient is found robustly to be close to unity, Experimentally, we observe no such magnetic field
effect, thus allowing us to place a lower bound on thethis is essentially a one-parameter fit. In particular, we

find that the data near the LTP (see figure 2) agree with critical field. Experimentally too, we find a dependence
of the zero-field discontinuity t0 that shows quantitativethe HLM prediction for reasonable values of the quartic

coefficient C0 and agrees as well with the experimental deviation from HLM theory away from the LTP.
These results point to the importance of takingfindings of Anisimov et al. However, for lower concen-

trations of 10CB in 8CB, there is a clear deviation from into account smectic fluctuations in a future theory.
Recent work by Herbut et al. [12] indicates that athe HLM prediction. This suggests that the HLM theory

underestimates the latent heat in this region of the phase renormalization group calculations yields an increase
in first-order discontinuity relative to the HLM valuediagram. This is surprising, given the expectation that
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